Random Lengths, 8:30 am Pacific Time, September 18, 2017

October 2017 Price Guide Revisions

Price guide changes will take effect Tuesday, October 3, 2017 and Friday, October 6, 2017, for Lumber. Contact Random Lengths for more information.

Random Lengths Midweek and Lumber EMS (Electronic Media Services) distribution spreadsheet and database subscribers will soon receive an additional transmission from RL Message <misc_msg@rlpi.com>, with updated tag information and database description files attached. Please add <misc_msg@rlpi.com> to your address book and/or corporate email whitelist of approved senders, so these important attachments do not get blocked. If you do not receive them within 24 hours of this message, please contact us at: rlonline@rlpi.com

If you have any questions, please let us know.

Following is an article about the upcoming Price Guide changes that appeared in Random Lengths September 8, 2017.

Canadian Fir&Larch 2x12 to be added to price guide

A few changes are in store for the Random Lengths Price Guide in October. Fir&Larch #2&Btr 2x12 from Canadian mills in the Southern Interior of British Columbia will be added on Page 5 of the 12-page weekly report, as well as the Midweek report.

Prices for Fir&Larch #2&Btr 2x4-2x10 debuted in the Price Guide a year ago. 12-inch is being added after determining there is enough production from the region to track prices weekly.

One other change is a switch in the juxtaposition of the columns for Inland Red Cedar #3&Btr 2-face and #3&Btr boards on Page 7.
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